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Neptune retrograde in Pisces Monday June 13th 4:44 PM
Saturn square Neptune Saturday June 17th 11:30 PM
Full Moon in Sagittarius Monday June 20th 7:03 AM

Summer Solstice Sun ingress Cancer Monday June 20th 6:35 PM
Jupiter trine Pluto Sunday June 26th 8:31 AM

Mars direct Wednesday June 29th 7:39 PM
Dark Moon begins July 2nd 8:33 AM

Saturn retrograde in Sagittarius throughout cycle
Pluto retrograde in Capricorn through out cycle

Next new Moon in Cancer Monday July 4th 7:02 AM EST



Pathfinder Report is a new Moon Astrology report intended to assist in

advancing personal significance, equality, and sovereignty through self

observation and admission. The report assumes "you create your own reality"

an unequivocal fact, at times referred to as

“the perfection premise".

New Moon Alignments
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T
he concept of elite groups may exist in one's sub-conscious. This can be somewhat hidden
from one's typical conscious awareness, may not have a specific label or term, yet causes
the individual to emotionally react in their presence. The notion that some people are

more important that others where this notion lingers in the beliefs of individuals is thin and has
no reason to knock one socially astray. Simple trusting feelings and that personal sovereignty and
personal will and the personal power to create, was given to the individual by the power of first
cause and can not be taken. However this power can be given away and in many it has. Do you
need to be important, if so feel this out. By who's definition is your internal idea of importance
defined? Once you know the answer presto magic happens and you are released. Has the human
will been given over to easily to those who have no interest in human harmony yet will claim
they do because this is what the human wants to hear? This is an ideal time to bust free from
who's who trappings and to remove oneself from the need to feel embraced in a group by bowing
to a leadership which frankly may only be concerned with its own self preservation. What beliefs
would an individual have to hold to bring such reality to their door? Ideally the individual will
reach brilliance and will attract others socially who are allowed and inspired to think for
themselves. Just because we have different opinions doesn't mean we don't love and cherish each
other other, socially or domestically or personally.
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People in general will be more receptive to hearing ideas or sharing their own ideas. The
opportunity to talk and share ideas can be more appealing than usual. This may be a good time to
speak to someone where normally it was feeling uncomfortable to do so. With that said Saturn
remain retrograde in Sagittarius marking opposition to scattered ideas or words. While Saturn
remains retrograde individuals processing issues likely regarding their public reputation
continues. Ideas seen as unfocused can appear offensive and distracting by those who are most
influenced by Saturn retrograde in Sagittarius. Asteroid Vesta is also in Gemini at the new Moon
indicating to some that sharing ideas and being open to either hearing the ideas of others or
voicing their own is a sacred duty or calling. They are loyal to their higher calling if they are
freely relaying ideas or actively hearing the ideas of others. Who we are as sacred spiritual
beings is explored by examining our emotional reaction or emotional state. Retrograde Mars in
Scorpio moves into a trine with Chiron in Pisces indicating actions related to an ongoing secret
can cause an emotional experience which leads to a need to rise one's motivation to a higher
level of accepting others. Some hidden activity may be revealed and may have to do with power
or money, or the control of some shared resource. As both Jupiter and the Moon's north node
continue to transit Virgo a new level of well being in terms of health is being inserted into the
experience of many. This may be disruptive to ego activities as the expansion of health is tearing
many individuals away from their ongoing typical delusional activity. This has been ongoing for
several Moon cycles and now affects an individuals way of communicating. For the first few
months one's health situation may have been about dealing with the physical symptoms and
while this is still the case the added change of switching up one's internal and external dialogue
begins. The typical internal dialogue will begin to switch to a more appropriate concentration and
focus. Look for more practical and relevant ideas to begin to occupy one's mind, both inner
dialogue and shared conversation. Aware that thought creates, words and dialogue become
important as these mark one's intended future, and it matters not if the individual is aware of this
or not their future is still laid out by where their mind first goes. Jupiter is square to the new
Moon in Gemini indicating a need to do just that keep one's thoughts in a place of directing their
well being and maintaining a mental focus congruent with good health. Failure to do so will
cause major communication breakdowns loss of concentration and possible forgetfulness and
possible headaches. On the other hand the sharpening of the mind is a great launching pad for
moving toward a healthy future. This may be a time where those dealing with health issues begin
to make executive decision for themselves regarding how things are handled. Ultimately the
individual must stop with the fantasy and become more realistic. An ability to seek
understanding while busting through victim type beliefs will assist one toward health.

A square between Saturn in Sagittarius and Neptune in Pisces continues throughout this Moon
cycle. Relations built on the ability to talk and share ideas may feel off, it can seem more difficult
than usual to stay on topic. The need to stay focused may feel more necessary than typical. The
beliefs an individual is use to may seem blurred or perhaps they are confused as to the rallying
point usually present in their conversation. Some relationships may become broken down a bit
and this can be a good thing as there is also an opportunity for individuals to prioritize
themselves in terms of their well being. Reinforcement of beliefs mutually supported in a
relating experiences may seem to have dissolved enough to create a new space for an individual
to see a brighter view and provide them a clearer look at their specific concern. A chipping away
of dysfunctional beliefs may be occurring and for now this will affect how one understands their
value to the public, hence they may generate a new view regarding their public position or
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reputation.

Authorities have their agenda and will not likely be swayed by sweet talk. The need to bring
order and possible respect to how things are communicated may become more apparent.
Believing someone can just do about anything because they got the script and like to talk or write
doesn't mean it's going to happen. There is a big lesson for many societies to learn regarding
sloppy frivolous communications. There was indeed a time in many cultural histories where a
person's word was sacred yet this for the most part has wanned long ago. As we pay the piper for
becoming overly loose with the word our body longs for us to respect and acknowledge the
Earth. The attraction to talking and communicating will rise, however there are authorities which
individuals have bought into who will object and not agree. There are cases where some
harmony can be built yet the need to be impeccable with the word is upon us and must be present
in order to sustain this harmony.

Sunsign

With this Moon cycle beginning in Gemini the focus will be on thinking and communicating
associated with relationship experiences. The current report, including the fourteen period cycle
below, is scripted from the perspective of experiencing and witnessing external and inner
dialogue such that beliefs implied by mental activity can be known. Thoughts and ideas meant to
establish relating experiences reveal beliefs about the social structure which is assumed to
facilitate shared experiences. An evolution of self awareness occurs as the influence behind the
beliefs becomes known. Those born under the Sun sign Gemini have a natural propensity to
anchor harmony between themselves and another. They naturally resonate with social common
denominator on an individual basis. Not to exclude others as we all have Gemini somewhere in
our personal astrology charts, the following is a simplified list intended to indicate where each
Sun sign would access Gemini propensity for tuning into potential harmony and actualizing it
through mental awareness. There are many accents in each personal astrology chart where an
individual's energy will be characterized by an apparent alternate Sun sign, as in being their
Moon sign. In these cases there may be personal alignments which support a deviation of one's
will from their highest order. The intention here is to clarify where or how an individual mentally
connects with and understands other individuals. These can also serve as healthy intentions.

I communicate harmoniously with others …

Taurus:

Aries:

Pisces:

Aquarius:

Capricorn:

Sagittarius:

by being a good listener, by paying attention to the body language of others.

by sticking to the immediate point and concern which my communication is focused on.

by accepting my own inner dialogue while remaining objective with what others say.

by trusting that the genuine joy I experience in sharing ideas is supported by my
higher awareness.

by being responsible to myself when I am actively involved in communicating with
others.

by allowing and accepting that my partnership experiences reflect back to me my
own manner of communicating.
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Birthdays

The Birthdays section is a list of birthdays which are being strongly affected by current
astrological alignments. If a birthday is not listed here it doesn't mean that a person is not
experiencing significant astrological influences which are dynamically paralleling life changes.
After all we are experiencing tremendous Earth changes now, nobody is excluded. The people
who do have these birth dates are being strongly influenced now and are likely experiencing life
altering dynamics. In some cases great opportunities are occurring and in others great challenges
are brought forward. Since all challenges can be re-framed as opportunities all those who have
these birthdays are experiencing great live changing opportunities. If a birthday is just a day or
so previous to the listed date then the person has recently experienced a major change. Due to the
retrograde nature of transiting planets the change is not necessarily complete, it may return. If a
birthday follows a date listed the person will soon experience a major change. Again due to the
retrograde nature of transiting planets the person may have already begun a major change which
seems to have backed off, and will most definitely return.

***

***
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Scorpio:

Libra:

Virgo:

Leo:

Cancer:

by allowing new forms and ways of communicating to be birthed from my grounded
partnership experiences.

by allowing my self to move into a new territory of ideas and discovering new ways of
sharing experiences.

by focusing on my value to the public.

by enjoying my public interaction and friendships.

by feeling how my communications are connected to a universal mind.

April 13th, 14th & 15th

June 1st, 2nd & 3rd

July 8th & 9th

September 4th

September 17th & 18th

October 16th & 17th

December 3rd, 4th & 5th

January 7th

March 2nd

March 14th, 15th & 16th
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Fourteen Period Format
The Pathfinder Report follows the Moon through fourteen periods in 29 days beginning on

the new Moon. The Fourteen periods, or phases, follow the Moon's journey through the

entire Moon cycle. Each period will have a particular flavor or tone and is interpreted here

as a unique opportunity. The first period begins at the moment of new Moon and continues

until the Moon’s first ingress. The Moon will ingress into the next zodiac sign thirteen

times yielding fourteen unique periods. As each individual's journey and process is a

unique personal adventure this report is to be considered a generalization. In some cases

example scenarios are given to assist in providing clarity as to how specific astro

alignments may be experienced.

To get a more complete or expanded feeling of this Moon cycle consider reading through the
fourteen descriptions which follow. Many themes are included here and although relevant to the
particular Moon phase and period are also relevant to the entire Moon cycle.

© copyright William Oulton 2016
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01 Saturday June 4th 11:01 PM EST - new Moon in Gemini

02 Sunday June 5th - Moon enters Cancer 11:42 PM

Inspired to connect and share ideas starts out about just that just sharing thoughts with others.
However these ideas need to be substantial and more motivation other than just wanting to talk
or listen soon becomes apparent. Specific agendas will be on the minds of some and this will
limit their sharing and their ideas. For some their plans have stalled and they want to know why
and so the conversation they engage in may have this underlining investigation. The matter of
keeping ideas functional will be preferred, with fouls possible called. This being said those who
just enjoy sharing ideas for the fun of it will be motivated to create harmony. They will facilitate
the important agendas of others if that's what it takes. You never know perhaps real solutions and
valuable experiences will be had by all. An ability to hid activities which some are up to is also
present yet these activities will feel like they are the sole responsible of the individual anyway.
Some of these secret concerns may be plans which are quite rich and impassioned, as such there
can be some devious affairs underway. Hopefully this energy will be directed to assist in
partnerships where shared resources can be used to enrich all involved. The need to keep a clear
mind will be important for those who are working toward improved health. The need to flesh out
stray and distracted thinking is important as the mind is an important part of one's future
experience. Seeing the connection between what goes on in one's mind and the state of their
health is a valuable awareness.

An ability to turn inner dialogue into a journey where one uncovers hidden beliefs which directly
affect their security may be available as the Moon transits Cancer. Concerns can be exaggerated
due to an over sensitivity regarding security while at the same time one's sensitivity can be an aid
as it directs the individual toward the significance of security. Objectively following emotional
reactions will lead an individual to the beliefs and the authority which proclaims the significance
of the beliefs which an individual hangs onto. Understanding how emotional reactions are
quicker and more encompassing than linear thought can assist the individual in trusting and
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valuing their emotional reactions. The added sensitivity of Moon in Cancer will cause an
individual to pay closer attention to what they say, or what others say. Many are in a position to
discover more things about their health if such is a concern, simply because they are more
willing to listen to and understand the talk of others. A warm regard for others can be present
even though it challenges one's typical way of rationalizing some specific thing. This can be a
good time to call or connect with another which may have been put off or avoided.

Some method or way of being one's bigger identity is felt or cosidered. The important thing is for
the individual to think highly of themselves as an inner knowing as opposed to requiring others
to confirm it for them. This is a good time to practice divine non-chalance and allow one's
admiration to simple be the by-product of their integrity. The need to be important can cause an
individual to speak in a certain way. The folly of fake significance can be spotted by tossing
words around absent of actual experiences. Being important because one says or implies they are
through their dialogue alone is a sure sign that one is engrossed in being validated by others, as if
one's significance is only valid if it is confirmed by some external form of recognition. That
being said there is an added degree of willingness to listen to others yet the individual is
cautioned not to think it means more than just momentarily sharing an idea or pleasant moment.
Some may feel a need to substantiate recent conversation or shared ideas. The feeling that one is
significant or important because they believe their ideas were finally listen to is tested as actions
are considered. In some cases it may be real and lead to real experiences where an individual is
recognized and acknowledged for their exceptional character and integrity. A sense that one has
the respect of others can cause them to make a move indicative of their superior identity. This
may be a time when one's inner self connects to an evolved understanding of being self
responsible, of freeing oneself of some pesky denial regarding their identity.

An ability to enjoy one's own thoughts and words while keeping ideas really simple may feel
enjoyable. Falling in love with one's own words may be nice however this is most likely a
fleeting occurrence. Perhaps one may write a book or something, if so do it now as this current
alignment is temporary. A good use of this time may be more in examining oneself from the
perspective of one's beliefs. An ability to release certain things for example which are based on
non-real or delusional ideas may be occupying the finite space or time of one's inner process. The
need to quiet the mind may be evident to some however can seem difficult to achieve. The idea
or technique of simply observing where the mind is going as opposed to attempting to stop it's
chatter can be effective. Following the emotional thread as opposed to only the logical thread of
one's inner dialogue can be of great value as the individual will begin to move from the events
they ponder to the process behind the events. By moving one's attention from the events they
experience to the process behind them they will naturally begin to see a bigger picture. An
instant knowing can occur, especially if one is paying attention to how their body reacts to their
thoughts and correlating emotions. An effective way to simplfy one's thoughts and ease a racing
mind is to look for the parallels between apparent different interests and events and discover the
unifying process which births and qualifies their significance.

A new attempt to revive or reactivate a past relationship can occur. The desire to talk to a friend
can feel delicious however the individual is wise to make sure the individual they engage in

03 Wednesday June 8th - Moon enters Leo 2:48 AM

04 Friday June 10th - Moon enters Virgo 9:47 AM

05 Sunday June 12th - Moon enters Libra 8:34 PM
Neptune retrograde in Pisces Monday June 13th 4:44 PM
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conversation is as inspired to talk with them as they are? A lot of sudden independent acts lately,
extending back to the last couple of years, may have created new relationships or rocked some
existing ones. Ideally the individual will value those they relate and share time with because of
the apparent parallel experiences they magically seem to experience. It can be an advantage to
bring increased understanding to any relationship if the individual looks for these parallels.
When it is understood that we live in a correlating reality the value of looking for and noticing
the metaphoric parallels between ourselves and others will become increasingly valuable as it
shows us the very juicy truth. As Mercury ingresses Gemini the mind will move quicker and be
less attached to things it can attach itself to which according the individual's belief is a practical
thing. Mental flexibility supports ideas and dialogue. An ability to speak more effectively about
health concerns can also occur as the mind is able to explore things from the perspectives of
others before one has completely understood the unifying concept.

Our body's longing for good health can influence our emotional reactions. The way we integrate
organically, either though sensual sharing or the food we eat or the physical activity we involve
ourselves with, we will be sensitive to the quality of health and well being these things connect
us to. It's as if our emotions police our health. The desire to share real values with another may
be high right now and can even feel like a duty or responsibility. The personal sense of putting
real things on the line as opposed to merely tossing words around can be the motivation behind
deeply felt actions. Some deep emotional issue can be healed or healing can begin as there is a
willingness to let someone know what is going on as opposed to keeping it completely to
oneself. There is an ongoing need to clear oneself of delusion and to get on with being realistic
and practical. In this case it will involve the willingness to talk about things and relieve pressure
in that way. There are certainly some snags which remain and some past things still need to be
understood. Once this occurs there will be more direct effort prioritized to one's new ideas. For
now a sorting out as to who is the boss or what remains hidden lingers on. There maybe a sense
that sharing experience with another is desirable and this alone may lead toward resolution of
one's ongoing challenges.

Communication can be affected by changing or confused rules. A sense that one is being
scrutinized or watched may be felt. The important matter of sticking to the rules may seem more
apparent than typical however what the rules are may no longer be clear. Recent changes or
recent fumbling in how things are supposed be done or maintained may be causing questions and
causing confusion as to how one proceeds. Ideally the individual will use this feeling to trace
down rules that need to be reconsidered and to alter them such that they are more concise with an
updated agenda. It may be enough to just identify flawed rules for now as there is time in the
immediate future to restate directions. We are entering a window, between now and late July,
where some unexpected social action or public event causes a hidden action to be revealed. An
inclination to research why you are not the boss, or rule maker, yet feel you are up to it can offer
results. The task is really about discovering one's specific value, hence aptitude favoring
profession or career best suited and most inspiring can be unlocked. The ability to see beyond
misconceptions about the role or to better grasp qualifications about what the role requires is at
hand. Although it may not be assured and be well received this is a good time to ask questions as
this will help penetrate the delusion and lead one to a more realistic bigger picture.

06 Wednesday June 15th - Moon enters Scorpio 9:19 AM

07 Friday June 17th - Moon enters Sagittarius 9:35 PM
Saturn square Neptune Saturday June 17th 11:30 PM
Full Moon in Sagittarius Monday June 20th 7:03 AM
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08 Monday June 20th - Moon enters Capricorn 7:56 AM

09 Wednesday June 22nd - Moon enters Aquarius 4:10 PM

10 Friday June 24th - Moon enters Pisces 10:32 PM

Who owns what in terms of agreements and contracts may have to be looked into because things
considered unalterable or absolute are turning out to be anything but. Those who have the skill of
communicating accurately, or should we say with integrity completely free of exaggeration and
falseness, can be very powerful these days, these times. If the power of clear of communication,
honest communication, was better understood the quick witted may reconsider how words are
assumed to be tools for convincing. The need to communicate clearly is in great need yet few
seem to know what this means as communication has been tossed into a scam of personal
marketing. Just stick with the facts and speak only the truth and even though you may reap some
flack the benefits far, far, out weight the folly of tossing words around. The power of the human
will is in the details and sticking to them can bring the individual into closer harmony with a
planet wide revolution affecting all understandings of practicality. The Summer solstice begins
on the tail end of the full Moon. A period of emotional sensitivity in relationship especially
domestic and family relationships begins. Care giving and nursing those who need assistance
will also be present. These domestic concerns may well include issues regarding the quality of
health or health care as related to the specific individual.

A possible sudden release or revealing of information to the public typically hidden related to
social freedom and rights can occur, this possibility exists now and through the summer. Also
powerful effective healing modalities can become available or be developed yet their existence
may require the collapse or dissolution of false healing methods. Having one's otherwise clear
communication interrupted by an overwhelming concern as to who's who can occur if the
individual has been hookered into needing the support of others such that they can believe in
themselves. The concept of elite groups may exist in one's sub-conscious. This may be somewhat
hidden from one's typical conscious awareness, may not have a specific label or term, yet causes
the individual to emotionally react in their presence. Do you need to be important, if so feel this
out, it's important. By who's definition is your internal idea of importance defined? Once you
know the answer presto magic begins to happen and you are released. Has the human will been
given over far to easily to those who have no interest in human harmony yet will claim they do
because this is what the human wants to hear? This is an ideal time to bust free from who's who
trappings and to remove oneself from the need to feel embraced in a group by bowing to a
leadership which frankly may only be concerned with its owns self preservation. Ideally the
individual will reach brilliance and will attract others socially who are allowed and inspired to
think for themselves. Just because we have different opinions doesn't mean we don't love and
cherish each other other, socially or domestically or personally.

The individual is cautioned not to use the challenges or issues of others to distract them from
their own. An interfering individual would do well to ask themselves what would they be doing
if they were not interfering with others. Sensitivity increases and people may seem more
emotional. With this extra sensitivity the individual must still sense and respect boundaries as
they would typically. Getting involved in the affairs of others must be cautioned. There is
however an opportunity to see beyond public or common emotional experiences and to instead
begin to focus more specifically on an individuals own need. At what point are we actually

Summer Solstice Sun ingress Cancer Monday June 20th 6:35 PM

Jupiter trine Pluto Sunday June 26th 8:31 AM
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interfering with another's process, good to know. This can be for example a good time for an
individual to see how their involvement in the affairs of others affects their own security, either
home or financial security. The difference between public relationship and one on one relations
becomes important as well. The difference between interacting with the public, through one's
work or business for example, and interacting with a partner in say a business or marriage, is
potentially shown to the individual. Ideally the individual will be empathic with the public they
serve and will feel either their goodness or pain however this individual will also know where the
limit is in terms of becoming involved. In a partnership on the other hand a rather astute mental
understanding adds a clarity which is used to view and flow with the partnership in ways specific
and special to the partnership relationship.

Breaking the ice by being conversational and socially friendly is a nice thing. Keeping it light by
just offering a simple hello to another is a simple way of letting us know we are not invisible and
alone. As social creatures we like to be friendly, check. The need to be aggressive and pushy on
the other hand can be frustrating, with a little more random human contact combat mode may
feel less necessary. There is a good energy now to just be simple and friendly, not everything is
serious all the time. There may be those who are in a big hurry right now and it may be best to
step back and let them through. Competing is for fun and development of healthy things either
personally or for healthy relationships, not to be first or better, or to feel destroyed because we
didn't finish first. If you have healthy self love you always finish first, by the way. For some
emotional reactions may be triggered by secret affairs or hidden agendas. The feeling that some
power position is not being acted out or upon can set up anxiety. If there are public dynamics
involved a sense that social freedom is being repressed a sudden reaction can result where
unknown actives become revealed.

A top source of foundation and comfort in this Moon cycle is having a good mind. The mind has
an indifferent quality, remember we have a mind yet we are not our mind. An individual is easily
manipulated when they believe otherwise. If an individual is not aware that thought creates, and
we not speaking of simple repeating the phrase but living the motto, how then can an individual
find true foundation? They cannot. People are easily manipulated by main stream media, as an
example, for this very reason, they have no foundational way of understating what thought is and
are oblivious to boot. As the Moon transits Taurus we will feel the leaks in our sovereignty if
such exists as related to security. Security as defined by this Gemini Moon cycle comes from
understanding the divine indifference of the mind. And this stems from knowing thought creates,
it's all connected. We may react to the fact that something is too cliche in the way it is believed or
spoken of, or that we need simply to extend that we are frozen in the beliefs spoon to fed to us.
In reality life speaks to us and as human the Earth speaks to us, loves us. This is a good time to
partake in Earth talk, whatever that may mean. We can meditate or make bird sounds whatever.
We may imagine speaking with whales or listening to the sound of crickets. Is there intelligence
in Earth speak, you bet!

Although one was easily inspired to turn their words into actions during this Moon cycle the
challenge of dealing with rules and boundaries of others may have been more than expected. The

11 Monday June 27th - Moon enters Aries 3:09 AM

12 Wednesday June 29th - Moon enters Taurus 6:04 AM

13 Friday July 1st - Moon enters Gemini 7:45 AM

Mars direct Wednesday June 29th 7:39 PM

Dark Moon begins July 2nd 8:33 AM
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Soulstar Astrology readings are based on the belief that thought creates. Our experiences and
most especially our difficulties can be framed as opportunities to evolve toward one’s higher
plan. As humanity has, in the last several years and continuing now, been through identity
discernment a questioning as to where one is headed and who the self is that is headed there may
occur. The understanding of a particular identity will correlate with particular astrological
alignments and planetary placements. Personal astrology charts show us how things are
connected from a vast perspective. Knowing these connections and perspectives opens the door
for more choices. Astrology works well with dates and so consider keeping a record or make a
note of specific dates in which some major dynamic have occurred.
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need to prioritize reputation could very well have been the real meaning to the stiffness of others.
On the other hand the ability to be discerning may have been the extra bit which assisted in
accomplishing what normally fails to reach completion. Either way the need to make words more
than words but to elevate ideas and information into actual actions and events is or has been the
concern during this Moon cycle. Some relationships may be moving into new waters or least it is
offered by at least one party. The need to clear a shared belief will require the cooperation of
each individual. Many have cleared a dysfunctional belief lately however it will remain to be
seen if the relationships which share this belief are also cleared and set to move further. An
ability to focus one's sensitivity in a constructive way will be a sign that an individual has moved
beyond a limiting belief, they will have the ability to discern and prioritize their actions to more
effective means than what they have experienced in the past.

For many choices will affect or be affected by an increased emotional sensitivity. An
exaggeration of home and domestic concerns can also begin. Issues involving families can be
stirred up as some just get their feelings in front of them. A rising focus on families can also lead
to happy experiences. Ideally the individual will discover those issues which have been ignored
or put off as now these issues, the important one's, begin to affect them emotionally. Health
issues can, or continue to be whatever the case may be, important now and for the next Moon
cycle. The changes taking place in the health care industry for example may be more concerning
or even alarming than initially thought, especially if one becomes suddenly involved. There is a
huge restructuring going on, much of this restructuring may have been kept from the public yet
this is so huge it can't all be hidden. The need to feel reassured by another who is typically there
for you can be dicey as well as there is such an uncertainty as to what is there and available in
terms of practicality. For those who are able to accept change a fresh new vision and inspiration
is available, creativity and charged inspiration rises. The need to discard obliviously disillusioned
ideas, especially those which tempt an individual to not be 100% responsible for themselves no
matter what, may be necessary and will most certainly lead the individual to a new clarity and
prep them for new experiences related to their journey toward evolved awareness.

14 Sunday July 3th - Moon enters Cancer 9:21 AM

Next new Moon in Cancer Monday July 4th 7:02 AM EST
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01 I am finding value in writing and logging my thoughts.

02 I am open to sharing ideas which are beneficial to all involved.

03 I am able to follow the significance of an idea simply by trusting my feelings.

04 I quite my inner dialogue by witnessing the emotional thread which connects my
thoughts.

05 I am supportive to others, I allow them their limitations.

06 I can feel the importance of clear communications.

07 I am aware that I have a mind and that I am not my mind.

08 I can easily recognize when I am distracting myself to avoid dealing with something.

09 I respect the need to fantasize yet know when it is best to be astute and realistic.

10 I allow others to speak their mind even if I am of a different opinion.

11 Just because I have a different opinion doesn't mean I am not able to find harmony.

12 I choose to focus on what we have in common.

13  I can feel the difference between internal dialogue and that which I say to others.

14 I pay attention to the feeling I have when sharing experiences with others as opposed to
just the words we use.

15 I can see the bigger picture while participating within a specific event.

16 I can allow myself to feel the concern of others while not interfering with their process.

17 I am able to accept and flow with the major changes which are happening on a planetary
level.

18 I am appreciated for my willingness to share ideas with others.

19 I remember to acknowledge the Earth for all the generosity magic and love she offers.

20 I recognize the weather as the parallel to mass human emotion.

21 I remember to love who I am every day.


